BERMONDSEY 2
BETHNAL GREEN 5

The bottom two sides in Division One squared off at Nolans. With neither side having registered a
victory so far it was guaranteed that one of the losing streaks would be broken.

Jamie Davis (20.17)

0-4

Richard Ryan (28.63)

The first point of the evening’s play went to the visitors. Ryan started off on the front foot, taking the
first leg on thrown before breaking in the next to assume early control. Davis was always chasing the
game from that point, with Ryan’s heavier scoring getting him to the double first on each occasion.
The game was concluded when Ryan broke for the second time of the match in the fourth leg, a 14
darter getting Bethnal Green up and running.

Rob Edwards (21.00)

1-4

Aaron Beeney (21.23)

Beeney soon took control of the contest, quickly taking the first three legs, despite Edwards hitting
the first maximum of the night in the opener. Both had chances to win the third and it left Beeney
needing a routine hold to secure the second straight legs win for the visitors. Edwards did show
some resistance, breaking Beeney with a superb 120 to take the match into the fifth. But the
poisoned chalice of throwing first continued into the fifth as Beeney broke again to increase the
visitors’ lead.

Shane Wilson (22.77)

4-0

Jack Boon (16.28)

Bermondsey got off the mark in the third contest, which only went for the minimum trip. The first
leg could have gone either way with chances at the double missed by each player. Wilson took the
leg and then settled into a steadier rhythm, hitting the tons with regularity and in the end winning in
relative comfort.

Will Doherty (20.88)

1-4

John Hind (24.07)

The match started slowly, a drawn out opener eventually going with throw. Hind then showed the
form which has seen him regain his place in the County squad, reeling off four straight legs for the
win. Consistent scoring proved the bedrock with the highlight coming in the fourth leg as Hind took
out a fine 113 finish to leave Bethnal Green a point away from the overall win.

Paul Rafferty (23.50)

4-2

Tony Hamit (22.84)

The fifth match of the night saw two old foes lock horns in what proved to be an even contest
throughout. The first two legs both went against the head, before Bruvs got his nose in front in the

longest leg of the game, the third which could have gone either way. Parity was resorted before the
Sniper fired the crucial bullet with a 52 finish to break throw in the fifth, and made full use of the
advantage in the next to once again bring Bermondsey back to with a point.

Geoff Newbury (21.51)

0-4

Consilio Mifsud (27.45)

The penultimate match was the third of the night to only go the minimum four legs. A solid start saw
Mifsud break to take the first leg. The next swiftly followed curtesy of a magnificent 150 takeout and
from then on there was only going to be one winner which would see Bethnal Green head back over
the river with the overall victory.

Bradley Turrell (19.27)

3-4

Danny Winmill (19.03)

The last game went the full distance and went with throw throughout. There were numerous
opportunities on offer in the fourth and fifth legs, but none were taken. From then on it was back to
what had gone before, with neither player having enough in the locker to break their opponent and
eventually Winmill claimed the last point on offer in the decider where he wasn’t pushed at any
point.

The win keeps Bethnal Green in seventh place in the table on 12 points, with Bermondsey 5 points
adrift in bottom spot. Bethnal Green are back on home turf next time up, as they entertain
Lewisham. Bermondsey have a tough task on the road, as they take on Woolwich Ferry.

